
How LCD Works? 
 
LCD display consists of an array of tiny segments known as pixels. Basically LCD is a 
thin display made of any number of color or monochrome pixels arrayed in front of the 
light source or reflector. Each pixel has a column of liquid crystal molecules suspended 
by two transparent electrodes, and two polarizing filters, the axes of polarity that are 
perpendicular to each other. In the television LCD, each individual pixel is divided into 
three cells or sub pixels that are colored red, green, and blue by additional filter. Each sub 
pixel can be controlled independently to produce thousands or millions possible colors 
for each pixel. 
 

                                    
The liquid crystal makes the light to pass through the other by twisting the polarization of 
light entering one filter. By applying a small electric charge to transparent electrodes over 
each pixels or sub pixels, the molecules of the liquid crystal are twisted by electrostatic 
forces.  

                                                
The twist of the light passing through the molecules, allows varying degrees of light to 
pass or not to pass through the polarizing filter. By controlling the twist of the liquid 
crystal in each pixel, light can be allowed to pass through in varying amount, in the same 
way illuminating the pixel. 
 
Before an electric field is applied, the long, thin molecules in the liquid are in a relaxed 
state. Ridges in the top and bottom sheet encourage polarisation of the molecules parallel 
to the light polarisation direction of the sheets. Between the sheets, the polarisation of the 
molecules twists naturally between the two perpendicular extremes. Light is polarised by 
one sheet, rotated through the smooth twisting of the crystal molecules, then passes 
through the second sheet. The whole assembly looks nearly transparent. A slight 
darkening will be evident because of light losses in the original polarising sheet.  
When an electric field is applied, the molecules in the liquid align themselves with the 
field, inhibiting rotation of the polarised light. As the light hits the polarising sheet 
perpendicular to the direction of polarisation, all the light is absorbed and the cell appears 
dark.  
 
 



 


